The local structure of liquid water plays a key role in determining the anomalous properties of water. We run all-atom simulations for three microscopic water models, and use multiple order parameters to analyse the local structure of water. We identify three types of local structures. In addition to the well known low-density-liquid and high-density-liquid structures, the newly identified third type possesses an ultra high density and overcoordinated H-bonds. The existence of this third type decreases the rate of transition from the high-density-structure to low-density-structure and increases the rate of the reverse one, leading to the enhancement of the high-density-structure stability.
Water plays a very important role in daily life and many physical, chemical and biological processes. Although being one of the most common substances on earth, it has many unusual thermodynamic properties. For example, the increases of its isothermal compressibility, isobaric heat capacity and the magnitude of thermal expansion coefficient upon cooling are contrary to normal liquids [1] . Clarification of the local structure of liquid water is the key of understanding the origin of these anomalies [2] [3] [4] . Furthermore, water molecules interact with each other and form a hydrogen-bond network. The dynamic process of each molecule is confined by the network. Any changes of the position or orientation of individual water molecules influence their neighbors strongly, yielding a collective motion in the hydrogen-bond network. The dynamic inhomogeneity of the network is directly related to the local structures of liquid water [5, 6] .
In this letter, we perform all-atom molecular dynamics simulations and employ multiple order parameters to characterize the local structure of three microscopic water models at temperatures ranging from supercooled to ambient. We identify three types of local structures in liquid water. In addition to the well known high-densityliquid (HDL) and low-density-liquid (LDL) , there exists a third type, characterized by an ultra-high density and overcoordinated H-bonds. The concentration of this third type increases when temperature rises. By analyzing the correlation of these three types, we show that the ultra-high-density-liquid (UHDL) molecules are surrounded by HDL molecules and distribute discretely in space; and we also show that UHDL decreases the rate of transition from the HDL structure to LDL structure and increases the rate of the reverse one, leading to the enhancement of the HDL-structure stability.
The three water models we use are TIP4P/2005 [28] , SPC/E [29] and TIP4P-Ew [30] . All the simulations were performed in isothermal-isobaric(NPT) ensembles, with those of TIP4P/2005 and SPC/E models performed by using the molecular dynamics package LAMMPS [31] and those of TIP4P-Ew by GROMACS [32] . Long-range solvers were used to compute the long-range coulombic interactions.
During the simulations, the real structures of molecules were exported, and then minimized by the conjugate gradient algorithm to obtain the inherent structures [33] , so as to remove the vibrational components of molecules and show the local structure clearly [34] . In recent studies, such minimisation method has been successfully employed to identify two distinctly different local structures, HDL and LDL [35, 36] .
To characterize the local structure of liquid water, we focus on two order parameters, the local structure index (LSI) [36] and the distance to the fifth closest neighbor (r 5 ) [37] . The LSI of molecule i, I(i), is defined as follows. Assume the distances (r j 's) between molecule i and its neighbours j's can be sorted as r 1 < r 2 < r 3 · · · < r n(i) < 0.37nm < r n(i)+1 , where 0.37nm sets the starting distance of the second shell; we then have
with ∆(j, i) = r j+1 − r j and ∆(i) denoting the average of ∆(j, i) over all molecules whose distances to molecule i are less than 0.37nm. And the r 5 characterizes the distance between molecule i and its fifth closest neighbor. We first investigate the probability distributions of r 5 at various temperatures and pressures. As shown in Fig. 1 (a)-(c), these distributions are bimodal, even under ambient conditions. The position of the left small peaks in these distributions, almost coincident with the first peak position of water's radial distribution function, is smaller than 0.3nm, indicating that the fifth neighbour locates inside the first shell. Therefore, such bimodal distributions (under ambient conditions) are different from those previously reported for HDL and LDL [37] . The height of the left peaks increases when the temperature or pressure increases. The right peak, which is much higher than the left one, is very sensitive to the temperature and/or pressure changes, implying it probably results from the mixing of multiple components. Note that different microscopic models yield very similar results [ Fig. 1 
To understand the origin of the aforementioned left peak, we proceed to calculate the joint distribution of r 5 and LSI, i.e., the I-r 5 map, at 1atm and 300K. Surprisingly, as shown in Fig. 1(d) , there now exist three peaks, indicating the presence of three types of local structure of liquid water. The upper right peak, with large LSI and large r 5 , corresponds to the LDL structure [36] . Among the two peaks with small LSI, the upper left one, with larger r 5 and much larger height, consists the main part of the low-LSI component [36] , and should thus correspond to the HDL structure; the lower left peak, with the smallest height, has the smallest r 5 , representing a local structure with density even higher than HDL, which we term as ultra-high-density liquid (UHDL) structure [38] . When projected onto the vertical (r 5 ) axis, the HDL and LDL peaks together yield the large peak given in Fig. 1(a) -(c), and the UHDL peak corresponds to the small peak in Fig. 1(a) -(c). When projected onto the Iaxis, i.e., the horizontal axis of Fig. 1(d) , the UHDL peak is concealed by the HDL and LDL peaks. We proceed to investigate the UHDL structure at the molecular level. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , in contrast to the HDL and LDL structures, in which the distance of the fifth neighbour to the center molecule is much larger than those of the previous four neighbours, the UHDL structure possesses a first shell containing five molecules, viz., the distance gap now exists between the fifth and sixth molecules rather than the fourth and fifth. Fig. 2(b) gives the hydrogen bond number distribution of UHDL and clearly shows that UHDL has three acceptors and two donors. Fig. 2(c) gives a snapshot of UHDL in the inherent structure. A schematic illustration showing the differences between LDL, HDL, and UHDL is given in Fig. 2(d) : (i) LDL is ice-like, with the fifth neighbour locating beyond the 0.37nm cutoff circle; (ii) HDL has four neighbours in the first shell, and the fifth neighbour is in the gap between the first and second shells; (iii) UHDL, however, has five neighbours in the first shell, with no molecule in the gap. The LDL and HDL structures are consistent with the descriptions in Ref. [1] . Note that UHDL is different from the very-high-density amor-phous ice (VHDA), which has four neighbours in the first shell and two interstitial molecules [39] ; it has an overcoordinated structure, but different from the three-donor transition state as reported in Ref. [40] .
We next discuss the functions of UHDL molecules. To this end, we first analyse the spatial correlations between LDL, HDL, and UHDL molecules. Fig. 3(a) gives a snapshot of liquid water at 300K and 1atm, where the green, white, and red spheres represent the oxygen atoms of LDL, HDL, and UHDL molecules, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the LDL and HDL molecules prefer to clustering with the same species, but the UHDL molecules are dispersed among the HDL. In order to confirm this observation, we calculate the percentage of β species in the first-shell neighbours of α-species molecules, C αβ , where α and β represent LDL, HDL, or UHDL (abbreviated as L, H, and U, respectively), and the concentration of α species in the whole system, C α . By definition, we have α C α = 1 and β C αβ = 1. If C αβ is larger than C β , species α and β attract each other; otherwise, α and β repel each other. Fig. 3 (b)-(d) give the values of the three C α 's and six C αβ 's at 1atm and various temperatures between 200K and 300K, from which we can clearly see that HDL molecules attract UHDL molecules while LDL molecules repel UHDL (because C HU > C U > C LU ). The value of C UU is smaller than C U , indicating that UHDL molecules tend not to form clusters. These two results together suggest that UHDL molecules probably serve as the clustering nuclei of HDL molecules. The attraction "strength" of the nuclei can be characterized by the ratio between C UH and C H . As shown in Fig. S4 in the Supplementary Information, this strength increases when temperature decreases.
The existence of UHDL also influences the transitions between the HDL and LDL structures. To quantify such influences, we compare the transition matrix elements, T HL (representing the probability of transition from the HDL structure to the LDL structure) and T LH (from LDL to HDL), of the molecules which are in the first shell of UHDL with those of the molecules that are not. As shown in Fig. 4 , the HDL molecules in the first shell of the UHDL have a lower probability of jumping to LDL, and the first-shell LDL molecules have a higher probability of jumping to HDL, than their non-first-shell couterparts. In another word, the existence of UHDL makes HDL more stable and LDL less stable.
In conclusion, we used multiple order parameters to describe the local structure of liquid water at various conditions, and found that the local structure of water molecules has three types: low density liquid (LDL), high density liquid (HDL), and ultra-high density liquid (UHDL). The newly-identified UHDL has an overcoordinated structure and possesses the highest local density. It disperses in space and is surrounded by HDL molecules. The existence of UHDL makes HDL more stable and LDL less stable. We focused on the inherent 
FIG. 4:
Transition matrix elements THL and TLH at 1atm and 300K, given by 4000-molecule simulations, where the red solid lines are for the molecules in the first shell of UHDL (Contacted) and the green dashed lines are for the non-first-shell molecules (Uncontacted). structure of liquid water, which was obtained by minimising local potential energies of the real structure. As shown in the Supplemental Material, this minimization process does not change properties of water molecules, and the UHDL can also be observed in the real structure at low temperatures.
We thank James Farrell for helpful discussions. Minimising local potential energies of the real structure removes the thermal fluctuation of the conformation, yielding the inherent structure. We first compare the distributions of different order parameters (including r 5 and I) in the real structure (obtained by averaging over many conformations) with those in the inherent structure. Fig. S1(a)&(b) show, respectively, the distribuitons of r 5 and I of the real structure, which are unimodal except that the distribution of I at low temperatures shows a slight bimodal characteristic. Fig. S1(c)&(d) show, respectively, the distributions of r 5 and I of the inherent structure, which are bimodal at all temperatures. The UHDL can also be observed in the real structure at low temperatures. To this end, we traced each water molecule to obtain single-molecule trajectories. During the simulation, the water molecule's local structure jumps between different types. When the temperature is very low, this jump does not occur very frequently, and different local structures can be distinguished via proper order parameters. We calculated the probability distribution of r 5 of single-molecule trajectories, and all the results are presented in Fig. S2(a) , in which the black thick line is the distribution obtained by averaging all the single-molecule distributions.
Although the averaged distribution is unimodal, a small percentage of the single-molecule distributions have bimodal-peaks, as shown in Fig. S2(b) . The position of the left peak in these distributions clearly show the presence of UHDL. We further investigate whether the minimization process of yielding the inherent structure changes the properties of water molecules. We classify molecules into three species according to their local structures in the inherent structure. We first compute the hydrogen bond Fig. S4 gives the values of various C ′ αβ = C αβ /C β , among which C ′ U H represents the attraction "strength" of the UHDL molecule to their HDL neighbours. The value of C ′ β is unity. If α and β attract each other, C ′ αβ and C ′ βα will be larger than one; otherwise, they will be smaller than one. 
